GCX has more than 45 years' global experience creating fully configurable mounting solutions exclusively for the healthcare industry. GCX products are reliable, durable, cleanable, and safe, with a modular design for easy, cost-effective upgrades and adjustable positioning for enhanced workflow and user comfort.
THE GCX FETAL MONITORING WORKSTATION

ACHIEVE OPTIMAL WORKFLOW BY COMBINING FETAL MONITORING AND EMR HARDWARE IN A SINGLE SOLUTION

The GCX fetal monitoring workstation is an efficient, configurable solution that combines fetal monitoring and EMR hardware on a single bedside cart — consolidating technology while minimizing footprint within the room.

The fetal monitoring workstation can be configured and reconfigured as needed on site to accommodate a wide variety of workflows and ergonomic device positioning needs. Monitors, display, accessories, supplies, and EMR hardware are all integrated cleanly with cables concealed for greater access and safety.

Every workstation features wide, shallow drawers that allow for ample storage space so supplies and accessories can be quickly found or replenished. The base provides additional space to store a CPU, UPS or isolation transformer. The appealing design of the workstation complements the look and professionalism of the labor and delivery environment.

The equipment and supplies are neatly organized, and I can get the whole cart out of the way quickly when I need to.